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Greetings,
A relatively short time ago, consumers could find just about any
product they wanted made in America. In fact, for many products it
was difficult to find options not made in America. We all know the
basic story of how that got whittled away as our leaders allowed
Japanese electronics, Mexican manufactured cars, and Chinese plastic
junk to flood almost every retailer in the land. Add to that the hard
leftwing turn of many American-based companies, and the list of viable
options in some industries isn’t terribly long.
This story could be told for thousands of different products, but we’ve
noticed it especially in the realm of appliances. As a result, there’s no
perfect option out there. But we shouldn’t let the perfect be the enemy
of the good. We’d love to only support American companies that
promote traditional values, love our nation, and are invested in their
local communities. However, sometimes we’re just thankful to find an
American company at all that can fill the void. So the next time you
need a dishwasher, dryer, or the like, read below to find out what your
best option is in an imperfect world.

Help us reach everyone who knows a better way is possible. Please forward this issue to your
friends and invite them to sign up for ALIGN.

The Better Alternative
Effectively every major appliance manufacturer has some production
outside of America. Also, pretty much all of them feature leftwing
propaganda of some sort or another in their marketing or investor
materials. But of all the options, we’ve found that there is one major
company that is clearly less woke than the alternatives and makes a
very solid 80% of all of their appliances in the U.S.A.: Whirlpool.
When it comes to finding a refrigerator, range, dishwasher, dryer,
and more, Whirlpool is clearly better than brands with much more
aggressive leftwing promotional materials like GE or foreign
companies with little to no American manufacturing like LG or Bosch.

If you know of a business that shares your values, let us know so we can spread the word.

Business Spotlight
As with most industries, smaller, more niche producers frequently
provide the best option for truly American-made products created by
people aligned with our values. In the appliance world, the cost of the
items and scale of production necessary to make a profit effectively
box out smaller players. But there are some specialty brands that fit
the bill. One of our personal favorites is SteakAger. Yes, the name is
completely correct. You can age prime-quality beef right at home in
their incredible temperature and moisture-controlled contraption. If
you’re a carnivore, this might just save you a pretty penny in
steakhouse bills without sacrificing on quality.

Do you know a business or business owner that should be featured in ALIGN? Let us know!

The Bigger Picture
Tom Klingensten penned a great piece at the American Mind on how
Trump’s leadership virtues–not just his policies–are his biggest assets
and exactly what Republicans need to embody:

“Trump was born for the current American crisis: the life and death
struggle against the totalitarian enemy I call “woke communism.”
The ‘woke comms’ have seized every political, cultural, and economic
center of power in the country from where they ruthlessly push their
agenda. That agenda rests on the conviction that America is
thoroughly bad (systemically racist) and must be destroyed. If there
is one thing that patriotic Americans know about Trump it is that he,
like them, is unequivocally pro-American and willing to fight to
defend the American way of life.”
Being a fighter isn’t some unnecessary add-on to a party platform. In
our times it is the singular most important quality a leader can have.
Without that fighting spirit, good ideas will be crushed. With it, we
have a chance to win.
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